
Mrs. Wilson      Name _ANSWERS__ 

Anatomy Chapter 9 Nervous System  

Homework–#1      Due Date: _____________ 

 

Define the following terms: 

1. CNS – central nervous system; comprised of brain and spinal cord 

 

2. PNS – peripheral nervous system; comprised of cranial and spinal nerves 

 

3. Neuron  - the technical name for the nerve cell 

 

4. Schwann cells – type of neuroglial cell; shaped like pancakes, they wrap around the axon 

 

5. dendrites  - “branch-like” structures of neuron that take up an signal and go toward the cell 

 

6. axons  - long “sausage-like” part of neuron that takes a signal away from cell to a muscle or gland 

 

7. white matter – nerves that are covered with myelin 

 

8. gray matter  - nerves that are not covered with myelin 

 

9. myelin  - fatty material that covers and protects the axon 

 

10.  nodes  - spaces/gaps between the Schwann cells on the axon; 

 

11.   What is the main role (function) of the nervous system?   To receive and respond to stimuli from 

the environment or inside the body.   

 

 

12.   What’s the difference between the somatic and autonomic nervous systems?  

The somatic controls all the voluntary movements within the body (mostly skeletal muscle). 

The autonomic controls all the involuntary actions within the body. 

 

13. What is the difference between a nerve and a tract? 

A nerve is a bundle of neurons within the PNS; a tract is a bundle of neurons within the 

CNS (basically in the spinal cord). 

 

14. What name is given to the nerves that convey impulses toward the CNS? _sensory nerves_ 

 

 

15. What is the name given to nerves that transport away from the CNS?  __motor nerves__ 

 

 

 

 

 



Nervous System Homework # 2     ANSWERS _________ 

Pages 196- 

 

1. What are the two stages of an action potential and what happens during each? 

Polarized to depolarization – nerve impulse changes the polarity of the membrane (from positive 

to negative on outside. 

 Repolarization – after the impulse, the charges return to original state (pos outside, neg inside) 

 

2. How does myelin affect a nerve impulse?   

Makes the impulse go faster 

 

3. What are neurotransmitters and what is their main purpose? Give two examples. 

Chemicals released at a synapse that help move the impulse across the synaptic cleft. 

 Examples: acetylcholine, serotonin, epinephrin 

 

4. How many pairs of spinal nerves are there?  __31________ 

 

5. Describe what dermatomes are. 

Areas of the skin that takes information to specific nerves of the spinal cord. 

 

 

6. List the steps involved in a relex arc. 

1. Receptor 

2. Sensory neuron 

3. Interneuron 

4. Motor neuron  

5. Effector (muscle, gland) 

 

 

7. How is a stretch reflex different from a simple reflex? 

Stretch reflex is one involving  tendon (like the knee jerk) 

Simple reflex involves an action such as withdrawing hand from hot surface. 

 

8. List some things that happen in your body as a result of being angry or frightened 

IN the fight or flight response your heart rate increases, body sweats, eyes and blood vessels 

dilate, breathe faster. 

 

 

9. How does the autonomic nervous system participate in the fight-or-flight response? 

a. Sympathetic:  _starts the fight or flight response__________ 

 

b. Parasympathetic - _stops the fight or flight response_______ 


